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All firearms within the United States are required by the Gun Control Act to be
physically marked with a serial number; which is at least 0.003” in depth and 1/16” in
height. The purpose of a serial number is to make each firearm uniquely identifiable and
traceable. Intentional removal of a serial number is a criminal offense and is used to hide
the identity and movements of the involved criminal parties. The current standard for
firearm serial number restoration is by chemical etching; which is time & labor intensive
as well as destructive to the physical evidence (firearm). It is hypothesized that a new
technique that is accurate, precise, and time efficient will greatly aid law enforcement
agencies in pursuing criminals. This thesis focuses on using a large chamber scanning
electron microscope to take secondary electron (SE) images of a stamped metal plate and
analyzing them using the MIRA MX 7 UE image processing software for purposes of
depth determination. An experimental peak luminance value of 77 (pixel values) was
correlated to the known depth (273 µm) at the bottom of the sample character. Results
show that it is potentially possible to determine an unknown depth from a SEM image;
using luminance values obtained in the MIRA analysis.

x

Chapter 1 Introduction
Section 1.1 The Gun Control Act
The Gun Control Act of 1968 (2002) requires licensed importers and
manufacturers of firearms to identify each (manufactured or imported) by means of a
serial number. The serial number must be placed in a manner not susceptible of being
readily obliterated, altered, or removed. A principal objective of the Gun Control Act is
to facilitate the tracing of firearms used in crime “to provide support to Federal, State,
and local law enforcement officials in their fight against crime and violence” (Gun
Control Act, 2002). The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) is
the primary agency responsible for the enforcement of Federal firearms laws.
The Gun Control Act makes it illegal to deface, possess, or import any defaced
firearms; however criminals will purposefully obliterate firearms serial numbers for the
purpose of hiding the criminal’s identities and the movement of illegal firearms. The
purpose of a serial number is that it allows each firearm to be uniquely identifiable and
traceable. Firearms tracing is an integral part of any criminal investigation. The ATF runs
the National Tracing Center (NTC) and maintains the capability to trace recovered
firearms used in crimes.
The NTC reports that in a two year period from 1995 to 1997 the total number of
requests for gun traces, from all levels of law enforcement, increased from 77,000 in
1995 to 200,000 in 1997 (ATF, 2001). Reasons for this increase in total requests can
partially be attributable to the fact that prior to 2002 there was no minimum standards
concerning the size and depth impression for markings on firearms. This results in
sometimes non-criminal removal of the serial number due to normal wear and tear on the
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firearm. The Johns Hopkins Center for Gun Policy and Research provided the ATF that
Baltimore in 1998 had recovered 3,700 firearms used in crimes; 15 percent of which had
defaced serial numbers. Further estimates show that the national estimate of obliterated
serial numbers is between 9 and 20 percent (ATF, 2001). It is unknown if the
obliterations were criminal intention or accidental.
The ATF amended the GCA in January 2002 and required all firearms to
minimally have a height of 1/16th inch and a minimum depth of 0.003 inches (ATF,
2001). Originally the ATF pushed for a height of 3/32 inch and depth of 0.005 inch but
was petitioned by firearms manufactures. The manufacturers cited undue financial
hardship because they would have to purchase new equipment to be able to meet the
proposed depth and height standards. The ATF agreed based on this evidence and set the
required depth to a minimum of 0.003 inch. This allows a standard across the board for
firearms manufacturers and normal wear-and-tear of the firearm should not remove any
markings. The hope of this amendment was to decrease the amount of erroneous tracing
requests from law enforcement agencies that were caused from normal wear-and-tear of
the firearm.
Section 1.2 Metallurgy
The majority of a firearm is made of some type of metal, typically a variation of
steel (Collins, 1999). The structure of metal is crystalline, comprised of small units called
grains; which are irregular in shape. Grain shape is controlled by the rate of cooling of
the metal, after it has been heated and formed. The ability of a metal to resist stress, also
known as its hardness, comes from the areas between the grains; these areas are referred
to as grain boundaries (Collins, 1999; Kuppuswamy, 2011). There are two main forms of
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metal stress: compression and tension. When a stress is applied and the metal is unable to
resist, it changes its shape, becoming deformed. When a stress is not relieved the metal
will remain deformed. If the stress is relieved the metal can either revert back to its
original shape, elastic deformation, or will take on a new shape, plastic deformation. The
deformation is not only confined to the crystals immediately beneath the marking, but
will extend to some depth below the impression. This zone is referred to as the plastic
strain (Collins, 1999; Kuppuswamy, 2011). In traditional forensic science the recovery of
obliterated serial numbers is nothing more than revealing regions of stress, which indicate
changes in the grain boundaries.
Section 1.3 Serial Number Marking Methods
1.3.1 Stamping
In stamping, a steel die character is stroked (or rolled) either manually or by
machine, leaving an indented character on the metal surface. Conventional stamping is
the simplest marking method, by which the most important parameter is the amount of
pressure (PSI) per character that must be applied to reach a certain depth. The
relationship between the amount of pressure and the hardness of a metal is proportional;
as hardness increases so does the amount of pressure needed (Collins, 1999).
Pin stamping is another example of a type of stamping method used in serial
number markings. Whereas conventional stamping used a single stroke, or roll, to
impress a character; pin stamping requires multiple strokes, much like a jack hammer.
The physical aspects are the same; both result in the metal being compressed beyond its
elastic limit. The impact pin, in these machines, is driven rapidly into the metal. A
rebound mechanism will return the pin to the starting position, repeating this process as
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necessary. Pin stamping machines can be driven pneumatically (air pressure) or electromagnetically (electric current). Figures 1.1 and 1.2 below show a conventionally
stamped number and an example of pin stamping, respectively.

Figure 1.1. Alteration of the crystalline structure beneath a stamping.
(Photo Courtesy of www.nps.gov)

Figure 1.2. Pin stamped characters. (Photo courtesy of www.dapramarking.com)
4

1.3.2 Engraving
With the advance of computers, engraving technology has become popular for its
precision and deep depth capabilities. Unlike stamping methods, engravers cut away the
metal on the surface using a small rotating bit. Engraving does leave a depth of plastic
deformation underneath the metal surface; but this depth is not as great as in stamping
(Kuppuswamy, 2011). Figure 1.3 below shows an example of an engraved number.

Figure 1.3. Engraved marking examples 8
1.3.3. Laser Etching
A laser can become so concentrated as to vaporize metal on contact (Klees, 2002
& 2009). Much like the plastic deformation zone found in stamping and engraving, laser
etchings leave a region referred to as the heat affected zone (HAZ). The main parameters
controlled in laser markings are: power, scan speed, and Q-switch repetition rate. Power
refers to the power of the machine, usually between 0-90 watts, and the power of the
5

laser, a frequency measured in kilohertz (kHz). The scan speed is the rate at which the
laser moves over the surface to be worked, typically ranging from 0-600 mm/s. Q-switch
repetition rate refers to a peak of power resulting from the temporary blockage of the
laser beam with a small crystal, called the Q-Switch. The Q-Switch temporary blocks the
laser beam, when removed it was found that the power of the laser surged to a peak and
then correspondingly dropped to near zero, in a wave like fashion (Collins, 1999). The
laser power returns to the normal power setting after this fluctuation. The Q-Switch
repetition rate is critical to the ability of the laser to heat the metal working surface.
1.3.4 Other Marking Methods
Other methods of serial number marking include embossing, casting, type wheel
marking, and electro-chemical marking. Embossing is used with thin pieces of metal or
plastic in which the character is raised above the work surface, like the numbers found on
a credit card. Casting requires liquid hot metal to be poured into a mold with a serial
number associated to that mold, after the metal cools the markings are apparent on the
surface of the metal. Type wheel markers are controlled by hydraulic presses controlled
by computers. Electro-chemical markings combine electric current with a solution that
leaves a discoloration on the surface of the metal. While these methods are valid marking
methods, they are not ideal for use in marking serial numbers on firearms. These methods
do not produce a character that is of appropriate depth and sustainability, as required by
the GCA.
Section 1.4 Serial Number Removal Methods
The most common methods criminals use for the removal of firearm serial
numbers are: filing or grinding, peening, welding, drilling, and over-stamping (Collins,
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1999; Kuppuswamy, 2011). Grinding and filing methods typically remove the serial
number to the base of the metal so that the number can no longer be read. Occasionally
once a serial number has been ground or filed down, the criminal will polish the surface
and introduce a new number on the firearm; this results in a new deformation in the
plastic zone overlying the original deformation (Kuppuswamy, 2011). Figure 1.4 below
illustrates an example of a serial number on a firearm that has been removed by grinding.

Figure 1.4. Serial number removal by grinding. (Photo courtesy of
www.forensics4fiction.com)
Use of a center punch or cold chisel can be used to hammer into the marking,
thereby making it indiscernible. This process, known as peening, can have varying
degrees of deformation; depending on the amount of force used and the damage to the
underlying plastic zone beneath the marking.
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Removal by drilling and welding are methods that are traditionally known to be
non-recoverable (Barabash & Fahey, 1977). Drilling is the complete removal of the
marking with a drill. The hole is then often filled with a solder or other material. Unless
the drilling is superficial, the drill not only removes the character but also removes the
underlying plastic deformation zone. Welding requires the use of an oxy-acetylene or an
arc welder; where the marking and surrounding areas are greatly heated and the marking
is deformed and made indiscernible. Heating of the metal causes the underlying metal
crystals to change structure, thereby erasing the original deformation left by the serial
number.
Section 1.5 Serial Number Restoration
1.5.1 Theory
As previously mentioned all metals have a crystalline structure; composed of
irregularly shaped crystals and grain boundaries. Serial number marking methods alter
the grain boundaries such that the deformation continues beneath the marked character,
known as plastic deformation. The depth of plastic deformation underneath the metal
surface is dependent on the type of metal and the amount of force applied in the marking
process (Collins, 1999).
Within the plastic deformation zone the metal exhibits different characteristics
than non-affected areas of the metal; such as hardness, strength, magnetic, electrical and
chemical properties (Kuppuswamy, 2011). Understanding how these properties are
changed in the marking process allows for the recovery and redevelopment of the original
serial number.
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Figure 1.5. Plastic deformation effects. (a) Original stamping; (b) Obliterated; (c)
Restoration. (Source: National Museum of Crime and Punishment www.societyforscience.org/)
The subject of serial number restoration has been extensively reviewed in the
forensic sciences (Barabash & Fahey, 1977; Sherlock & Keating, 1995; Mongan, 1996;
Collins, 1999; Klees, 2002; Klees, 2009; Kuppuswamy, 2011). The following restoration
techniques will be briefly explained.
1.5.2 Chemical Etching
Generally considered to be the standard for serial number restoration; chemical
etching is essentially a controlled corrosion process. An etching solution does not affect
metal crystalline structure uniformly; it will react differently with different faces of the
crystal (Kuppuswamy, 2011). Plastic deformation regions are said to be more chemically
reactive because they will dissolve in an acid more quickly than the unworked regions.
This is resultant from the position of the deformed metal being raised in the electromotive
series, thereby increasing the tendency of the metal to be oxidized (Kuppuswamy, 2011).
The

end result of an etching process is to reveal areas of change in reflectivity of light

between the worked and unworked regions. The change in reflectivity can provide image
contrast that can be visible to the naked eye or in a magnified image.
The preparation of a sample to be chemically etched is quite extensive. The
sample must be as free from any scratches as possible, with a smooth polished finish.
This requires the sample be ground down past the obliteration marks, using subsequently
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finer abrasives to smooth out the metal surface. Care must be given to not further remove
the plastic deformation zone during preparation.
The type of etching solution used and concentrations will depend on the type and
hardness of the metal it’s being applied to (Cook, 1975). The reagent will generally be
applied to the sample surface by a cotton-tipped applicator in a room temperature
environment. Etching time will vary from sample to sample and must be tightly
controlled. Too little time will fail to reveal the marking and too much time will
completely destroy the recovered mark (Kuppuswamy, 2011).

Figure 1.6. Restoration of an obliterated serial number using chemical etching. (Photo
courtesy of www.forensics4fiction.com)
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1.5.3 Magnetic Particle Inspection
Magnetic particle inspection has been used in metallurgy for many years to detect
flaws in metal materials. However, in the field of forensic serial number recovery it has
had little success (Utrata & Johnson, 2003).
Within a ferromagnetic part (i.e. firearm) one can create a magnetic flow of
particles from one magnetic pole to the other; this causes lines of magnetic flux to form.
Generally the flux lines will be contained within the part but features (deformations or
serial number markings) can cause a leakage of the flux into the surrounding air. This
leakage creates a magnetic field in the area of the deformation. The field can attract
magnetic particles that have been introduced and produce a visual contrast to the
background sample (Utrata & Johnson, 2003). Figure 1.7 on the next page illustrates
magnetic flux.
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Figure 1.7. Magnetic flux leaks attract magnetic particles.
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Section 1.6 Thesis Overview
Gun control is a political hot topic today due to the rise of mass shootings that
have resulted in the deaths of many innocent lives. As potential legislation moves to
control the sale and tracing of firearms; it is the belief of this author that criminal removal
of serial numbers on firearms will likely increase that results in a need for accurate and
efficient serial number restoration techniques.
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate whether a scanning electron
microscope can be utilized to detect an obliterated serial number. To begin this process
this thesis focuses on developing a standard for depth determination from luminance
values (of an SEM image) given by the image processing software MIRA MX 7 UE.
The hopeful goal is to help develop an alternative technique to serial number
extraction and to aide law enforcement agencies by providing an accurate, precise, and
efficient alternative method of serial number recovery.
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Chapter 2 Experiment
Section 2.1 Scanning Electron Microscope
The ability of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) to examine objects with
greater resolution in an increased depth of field, compared with traditional optical
microscopes, makes the SEM ideal in this experiment. Resolution is traditionally defined
in microscopy as the ability of a microscope to produce separate images of closely placed
objects (Mann, Espinoza & Scanlan, 1992). Imaging sources, visible light in optical
microscopes and electrons in an SEM, should be able to resolve an object that is half the
wavelength (of the imaging source) in size. Visible light (figure 2.1) has much larger
wavelengths than that of electrons (figure 2.2), which increases the resolution capabilities
of an SEM over an optical microscope.
The other advantage of the SEM over optical microscopes is the increased depth
of field (DOF); on average the DOF of the SEM is typically 300 times better than an
optical microscope (Katterwe et al, 2009). An SEM’s depth of field is a function of the
aperture angle. The aperture angle is the angle formed between a line from the sample
through the center of the lens (or opening) and a line from the sample through the edge of
the lens (or opening). The focal length in an optical microscope (figure 2.3) is very short,
due to its objective lens, and therefore increases the aperture angle and decreases the
depth of field. This is why the object must be very close (the working distance) to the
lens in an optical microscope. Conversely the SEM by design has a small aperture
opening (figure 2.4), long working distance, and therefore small aperture angle; resulting
in an increased depth of field. An increased depth of field (figure 2.5) is beneficial
because it allows more of the object to be in focus at one time; while a decreased depth of
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field (figure 2.6) limits the amount of focus on the object. Figure 2.7 below contrasts the
DOF in an optical microscope and an SEM.

Figure 2.1. Visible light used in optical microscopes have wavelengths from 380-750
nanometers

Figure 2.2. Electron wavelength varies depending on energy, but is much smaller than
visible light; thereby increasing the resolving power of the SEM.
15

Figure 2.3. Large aperture angle due to objective lens and small working distance in an
optical microscope decreases the depth of field.

Figure 2.4. Small aperture angle due to SEM design and long working distance in an
SEM increases the depth of field.
16

Figure 2.5. An increased depth of field (DOF) allows more of the object to be in focus.

Figure 2.6. A decreased DOF allows less of the object to be in focus.
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Figure 2.7. Examples of an optical microscope (left) and an SEM (right) illustrating
DOF. 11
Increased depth of field and greater resolution are indeed benefits of using an SEM
over traditional optical microscopes; however there are limitations that are inherent in an
SEM. To begin, electrons are not visible to the human eye and require using a computer
and software to reconstruct the signals received from the SEM detectors. Secondly,
electrons cannot travel through the air due to the easy absorption from air molecules of the
electron beam; which means SEM’s must operate in a vacuum. Thirdly, since electrons are
electrically charged the sample must be conductive enough to dispel the electron’s charge;
this means samples to be scanned must be adequately prepared according to the samples
various properties such as type of material, conductivity (Schroettner, Schmied & Scherer,
2006).
2.1.1 Incident Electron Beam
The source of electrons in an SEM comes from the “electron gun” found inside the
chamber. This “gun” is usually a hot cathode source, usually a tungsten filament, that when
heated emits an electron cloud. Next a cathode (negatively charged) plate and an anode
(positively charged) plate are placed near the filament, each have corresponding holes
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drilled into them. Charged particles, such as an electron, are attracted to an opposite charge
and repelled by a like charge. Even though the cathode plate is closer to the electron cloud,
the electrons are driven toward the anode plate on the opposite side just enough. As
electrons pass through the cathode they pick up speed; this speed will propel most of the
electrons past the hole in the anode plate as well; resulting in an “electron gun”. The speed
at which the electrons are emitted depends on the applied voltage to the cathodes and
anodes. Figure 2.8 below illustrates an electron gun.

Figure 2.8. An “electron gun”
However the emitted electrons tend to flow out in a spray pattern from here and
need to be focused, to form an electron beam. This is accomplished by placing
electromagnetic lenses on either side, effectively channeling the electrons as needed. An
electromagnetic lens is simply a wire coiled around an iron core, when a current is
19

applied a magnetic field is created, this magnetic field interacts with the electrons and
funnels them down. There are three types of electromagnetic lenses, a condenser lens, an
objective lens, and scan coils. The condenser lens controls (by varying the current) the
beam size (amount of electrons). The objective lens puts the beam onto a specific spot,
which is necessary for proper focus. Spring coils are plates, with varying potentials, that
allow the electron beam to scan across an area; similar to how a television tube scans.
The spring coils are controlled by a scan generator, and the generator also controls a
cathode ray tube (CRT); which allows an image to be formed on a screen. Figure 2.9
below shows the scan generator controlling the scan coils and a CRT to display a synched
image.

Figure 2.9. Scan generator controls scan coils and CRT
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2.1.2 Electron/Sample Interaction and Signal Emission
When an electron beam scans across a sample, three things can happen to the
electrons. First the electron can pass through the sample’s atoms without contact, because
matter is mostly space. Secondly, the incident beam electrons can collide with the
electrons in the sample’s atoms, thereby knocking them from their shell (an orbit around
an atom’s nucleus) and collected by detectors. Known as secondary electrons (SE), they
are low energy electrons (~10-50 eV) because the incident beam electrons do not lose
much energy in this collision. Since the incident beam keeps most of its energy, one
incident electron can interact with many sample electrons creating many secondary
electrons. Secondary electrons low energies mean that they originate only from the
surface of the sample, thereby releasing topographic information about the sample
(Randich, Tulleners & Giusto, 2008). Factors that affect the emission of secondary
electrons are topographic curvature and the atomic Z number of the sample, increasing Z
numbers will increase the amount of secondary electrons released because there are more
electrons loosely bounded in the outer shells. Figure 2.10 on the next page illustrates how
topographic curvature affects the emission amount of secondary electrons.
When an incident beam electron interacts with the nucleus of a sample’s atom,
caused by electro-magnetic forces, the incident electron can be elastically scattered from
the sample surface, these are known as backscattered electrons (BSE). Because of the
higher energies of these electrons, BSE’s are more highly penetrating and reveal not only
topographic information about the sample, but density information as well (Randich,
Tulleners & Giusto, 2008). Sample materials with higher densities will create more
backscattered electrons.
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Figure 2.10. Secondary electrons are most affected by topographic curvature. 11

Figure 2.11. Backscattered electrons (BSE) interacts with a sample’s nucleus via electromagnetic forces 11
22

The interaction of the incident electron beam and the sample’s atoms also
produces photons, more commonly known as x-rays. The incident beam excites an
electron in an inner shell (closer to the atoms nucleus), releasing (ionizes) the electron (a
secondary electron) from the shell and leaving an electron “hole”. Higher energy
electrons from outer shells will fill this space. The transition from the higher energy shell
to the lower energy shell spits out an x-ray equal to the difference between the two
energies. This process is known as x-ray fluorescence (XRF). Excitation energies and xray energies are characteristic of the type of material they are from and are known for
many types of materials. These characteristic x-rays are collected by an energy
dispersive spectrometer (EDS) and allows for the composition of the sample to be
measured. Figure 2.12 and 2.13 (below) illustrate XRF and a typical energy dispersive
spectrometry graph, showing characteristic x-rays of known materials.

Figure 2.12. Characteristic x-rays are equal to the difference in the energy levels of
higher electrons filling electron holes from ejected electrons
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Figure 2.13. Characteristic x-rays of Zinc, Iron and Aluminum are identified by an
Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS). Graphs that plot x-ray counts vs. energy (in keV)
form a spectrograph with visible peaks, allowing for chemical composition analysis of a
sample.
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2.1.3 Forming an Image from SE and BSE
An electron detector, with a positive potential on its face, attracts the SE and BSE
to it. The signals from the detectors are generated onto a monitor to form an image of the
area scanned on the sample. In secondary imaging mode as the scan progressing across
the sample’s topography, secondary electrons are emitted from the sample’s surface.
When a hole or depression is scanned, less SE are released (and therefore less collected)
due to the nature of the topography and energies of the electron. As the scan moves over
a hill or bump more SE are released and therefore more collected. These signals (more
vs. fewer electrons) are collected by the SE detector and can be used to construct a
contracting map of the area scanned. Areas where there are less SE result in a dark spot
and areas of higher SE emissions are brighter; this results in a black and white image
contrasting the areas of lower and higher SE emissions.
BSE images are formed by the same concept, but show slightly different aspects
of the area. As the scan moves across the sample, BSE electrons emissions vary
according the density of the sample. Higher density areas release more BSE (a dark spot
on the image) than lower density areas (a brighter spot on the image). A BSE image
shows a mixture of topographical information and composition (via varying densities).
Figure 2.14 below shows an SE and BSE image together. An SE image shows more
information about topography, while the BSE image shows some topography but also
reveals underlying density variances.
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Figure 2.14. BSE (left) and SE (right) images. 11
2.1.4 SEM Magnification
Unlike optical microscopes, which magnify as a function of its objective lens,
SEM magnification is a function of the current passing through its scan coils. Optical
microscopes have glass lenses which bend rays of light to magnify an image. The SEM
collects an image much how a person reads a book; the electron beam scans line by line
(left to right and top to bottom) in a pattern known as a raster pattern. Magnification in an
SEM is the difference between the size of the scanned area on a sample and the size of
the display showing the image. For instance, if the scanned area on a sample is 1mm x
1mm and the size of the display is 10cm x 10cm, the magnification would be 100x.
Varying the current in the SEM’s scan coils controls the scanning area on the sample, and
thus the magnification of the image. An SEM’s magnification is not fixed like an optical
microscope, because the current can be varied on a continuum to the minimum and
maximum of the spring coils. These results in an SEM being able to magnify on an order
of 10-500,000 times stronger than optical microscope.
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Section 2.2 Sample Preparation
2.2.1 Sample Acquisition
Ideally the samples used in this experiment would be firearms with obscure serial
numbers. It is illegal however to possess such a firearm or even to alter one’s own
firearm (ATF, 2001). Initially several local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies
were contacted and were asked for temporary access to such firearms for experimental
examination (see Appendix A for a copy of the letter sent to these agencies). However,
zero response was received. This makes sense because it is assumed the firearms in
control of the law enforcement agencies are involved in a case, as evidence. Chain of
custody for such evidence is strict, so as not to disable any ongoing investigation.
Therefore it was decided another method of sample acquisition would be needed.
Since the only portion needed from an obscured firearm is the actual marking, and
not the entire firearm, it was determined metal plates could be stamped manually. The
tools needed for this can be found at most local hardware stores. Various metal plates
(steel and aluminum) were obtained from the plumbing department of Home DepotTM.
Other tools and objects that had already been stamped were also acquired; these included
several Craftsman® wrenches (of various sizes and depths of stamps) and laboratory
masses with stamped figures.
A metal stamping kit was purchased at Ace HardwareTM. The stamps allow one to
manually punch an alpha-numeric combination of user choice into a desired metal. The
steel and aluminum plates obtained were then manually marked by using a standard
hammer and striking the stamps into the metal. Metal hardness is the resistance of metal
to plastic deformation, usually by indentation (Kuppuswamy, 2011). Because the steel
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plate obtained was a harder metal than the aluminum plate, the metal stamps did not
punch as deeply into the steel as did the aluminum. This provided various depths for
study in the experiment. Figure 2.16 below shows the metal stamping kit used and the
steel and aluminum plates after stamping, illustrating the different depths due to the
varying hardness of steel to aluminum.

Figure 2.15. Metal stamping kit
2.2.2 Depth Determination
After samples were acquired and manually marked the next step was to determine
the depth profiles for the markings. This was accomplished by using a high powered
optical microscope at the Micro/Nano Technology center on the campus of the University
of Louisville. The microscope used was housed in a clean room facility, which requires
users of the facility to wear special clothing and follow procedures for ensuring that the
environment in the clean room remains unchanged. Figure 2.16 below shows the optical
microscope housed in the clean room of the Micro/Nano Technology center.
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Figure 2.16. Optical microscope housed in clean room facility at UofL.
To begin depth determination of the samples, they were first prepared by cleaning
them with alcohol. Next the sample was placed under the objective lens of the
microscope, starting with the lowest power magnification lens. The light source is then
increased or decreased as needed, to provide enough illumination for the sample to be
seen but not enough to over saturate the image. The magnification is then increased until
the edges of a marking fill the viewing area. In this experiment the best objective lens
was the 20x lens, giving a total magnification of 200x. Figures 2.17 and 2.18 show
(respectively) the objective lens used, and an example of how the viewing area should
look with both edges of the stamp on the screen.
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Figure 2.17. The 20x objective lens was used for depth determination.

Figure 2.18. Both outside edges should be in the viewing area
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To begin the process of measuring the depth the first step is to bring the outside
edges (surface of sample) into focus. As discussed previously, the depth of field for an
optical microscope is limited in range, compared with an SEM. Therefore when the
surface of the sample is focused the inside of the stamp should be out of focus (blurry).
The microscope used in the experiment is capable of measuring in the Z direction, as a
function of the focus (which is controlled by moving the platform up and down). When
the surface is in focus, the Z measurement should be “zeroed” out; meaning this is when
the microscope begins the measurement (starting point). Using the fine focus knob,
slowly focus into the stamp (raising the platform upward). Visually this can be imagined
as looking at different levels in the stamp. As the platform moves upward it brings the
deeper parts of the stamp into the range of focus. The edges and surface begin to blur and
become out of focus when this happens. At various depths, one should visually see that
the inside edges on both sides of the stamp are in focus, this looks like a line going
vertically up and down the viewing area. Along the edges these two lines are far apart; as
the focus moves into the stamp the focus lines begin to converge. At the bottom of the
stamp is the deepest part, where the focus lines meet; this is where the measurement
should end. The microscope outputs the distance traveled in the Z direction, in this
experiment distance was measured in micrometers. Figures 2.19, 2.20, and 2.21 below
illustrate a cross sectional view of a sample and how the focus lines converge together at
the bottom of the stamp; the depth of the stamp is the distance traveled from the surface
being in focus to the bottom of the stamp being in focus. Figure 2.22 is an actual screen
shot of depth determination on a sample.
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Figure 2.19. Cross sectional view of a stamp

Figure 2.20. Cross sectional view of a stamp illustrating various focus levels
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Figure 2.21. Top view of stamp illustrating convergence of focus lines.

Figure 2.22. Screenshot of focus lines on sample character.
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For each character on the sample plates, the depths varied by some degree. These
variances are due to multiple reasons: defects in the stamping mechanism, angle of
applied force, amount of applied force, and idiosyncrasies within the sample material.
The determined depth for each character is the average depth (i.e. the sum of all the
varying depths divided by the number of depths taken). Figure 2.23 represents a character
with varying depths and its calculated average depth.

Figure 2.23. Illustration of how variances in depth occurred on each character.
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Section 2.3 Large Chamber Scanning Electron Microscope
The SEM housed in WKU’s Non-Destructive Analysis (NOVA) center, shown in
figure 2.24 below, was used in this experiment for its capacity to handle large and heavy
items. The SEM is referred to as a large chamber scanning electron microscope (LCSEM) and WKU is thus far the only university in North America to possess such an
SEM. The benefit in using a LC-SEM in firearms analysis is that the firearm does not
have to be taken apart to examine specific components on it, keeping the integrity of the
firearm intact. Figure 2.25 on the next page shows how the electron gun inside the SEM
can move around a large object, thus allowing much of the sample to be studied without
moving the sample by hand.

Figure 2.24. The Large Chamber Scanning Electron Microscope (LC-SEM) housed at
WKU’s Non-Destructive Analysis (NOVA) Center.
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Figure 2.25. The LC-SEM at the NOVA center has a unique positioning system.
(Photo courtesy of www.largechamber.com)
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Section 2.4 Preparing a sample for SEM Imaging
Procedures vary depending on the samples being imaged; samples are
traditionally classified as hard materials or soft materials. Soft materials are biological
specimens, polymers, and wet (liquid) materials. Hard materials will be metals, ceramics,
and geological specimens. The samples examined in this experiment are all metal, a hard
material. To begin sample preparation the conductivity of the sample should be
determined. Conductivity is needed in the SEM to prevent “charging” of the sample. The
problem is that the accelerated incoming electron beam does not conduct away from
where the electrons are absorbed; resulting in a buildup of electric spot charge on the
sample. An electric field deflects secondary electrons and causes contrast which is
inconsistent with the actual sample. The solution, for non-conductive materials, is to coat
the sample with a small, thin layer of conductive material so that the electrons are carried
away. Another advantage of conductive samples, or making them conductive, is an
increased secondary electron yield; which translates to a better image. For this
experiment a conductive coating was not applied since a basic property of metal is that
they are conductive.
Before placing the sample into the chamber of the SEM the sample should be
thoroughly washed with isopropyl alcohol (rubbing alcohol). This removes particular
waste and residue from the surface of the sample. When samples have been cleaned they
are placed into the chamber of the SEM. The ability of the LC-SEM at the NOVA center
allows many samples to be placed together in the chamber; the samples are aligned in a
circle within the chamber (See Figure 2.26 on the next page).
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Figure 2.26. Samples are aligned in a circular pattern within the chamber.
Latex gloves are used at all times when handling the samples, so oils from hands
do not contaminate cleaned samples. The samples are placed at flat as possible and
secured to the platform using copper tape. Copper tape is conductive and is preferred
over other tapes because of its’ low rate of outgassing; which is preferable when working
in a high-vacuum environment. The chamber is sealed and the pump begins to vacuum
the air out of chamber. During the pump down phase, materials inside the chamber will
begin to outgas. Air molecules within the material are drawn out by the change in
pressure resulting from the vacuum. Outgassing is highly dependent on the type of
material and impurities within the sample. The pump down time period to establish a
high vacuum can take several minutes to hours for all samples to be properly outgassed.
Once a vacuum has been established, imaging of the samples can begin.
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Section 2.5 MIRA MX 7 Ultimate Edition
Image analysis software used in this experiment was provided by Mirametrics ®.
Mira MX 7 UE allows for advanced imaging processing, visualization, and quantitative
analysis. Development of Mirametrics originally began in the field of Astronomy; but has
been found useful in other fields of scientific research according to Mirametrics ®.
Figure 2.27 below, provided by www.mirametrics.com, shows a screen capture of the
Mira MX 7 UE software and its intuitive graphical user interface (GUI); demonstrating
its advanced 1, 2, and 3-D image visualization and measurements system.

Figure 2.27. Mira MX 7 UE software screenshot.
(Photo courtesy of www.mirametrics.com)
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2.5.1 Procedure
Once an image is loaded into the Mira application it will appear in the user’s
screen as seen below in figure 2.28. Once loaded the image will need to be corrected; in
Mira this is known as the “Correct Background” function, under the ‘Math’ command.
Image correction is required to ‘flatten’ an images’ irregular background, caused by
optical vignetting. Vignetting is a photographic term which is used to describe a
saturation or reduction of an image’s brightness on the edges as compared to the image’s
center. Figure 2.29 on the next page illustrates an example of an astronomical image that
has been flattened to correct for optical vignetting.

Figure 2.28. SEM image loaded into Mira MX 7 UE software.
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Figure 2.29. Background flattening. (Source photos courtesy of www.mirametrics.com)

Figure 2.30. SEM image that has been flattened.
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Once an image has been flattened it can then be measured; accomplished by using
the line profile tool. In Mira, the line profile is defined by the user and creates a graph of
pixel values versus distance along a line drawn on the image. The pixel value in this
experiment is luminance, or how bright/dark a pixel is. Luminance is the key parameter
in this experiment. After the line profile is plotted, Mira can then export the data into a
text file which can be used for further data analysis. Figures 2.31 and 2.32 below show a
user defined line profile and the resulting graph of pixel values (luminance) vs. distance.

Figure 2.31. SEM image with user defined line profile.
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Figure 2.33. Pixel Value (Luminance) vs. Distance and Plot Series Data Window
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Chapter 3 Results
Section 3.1 LC-SEM Images
The following micrographs (figures 3.1 and 3.2) were taken in the LC-SEM at
WKU’s NOVA center. Figure 3.1 is a secondary electron image of a stamped letter and
figure 3.2 is a backscattered electron image on the same location. Note that in the pictures
below, black (in the SE image) or white (in the BSE image) spots can be seen at the
bottom of the trench; these are dirt particles that were not completely removed during the
cleaning process of the sample material. Average depth was determined using the optical
microscope procedure as outlined in Chapter 2 section 2.2.2. The average depth was 273
microns.

Figure 3.1. Secondary electron image of an unaltered stamped letter on a steel metal
plate. Average depth at this location is 273 μm.
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Figure 3.2. Backscattered electron image of an unaltered stamped letter on a steel metal
plate. Average depth at this location is 273 μm.

Section 3.2 MIRA Analysis
3.2.1 Line Profile and Series Plot
Using Mira a line was drawn from the top edge of the stamped letter, across the
‘trench’ of the stamp, to the opposite edge of the stamp. Since luminance values are of
importance, care was taken to not cross any dirt particles; which appear as black specs
and would therefore skew the data. Figures 3.3 below shows where on the image the line
was drawn and the resulting pixel value graph and series data.
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Figure 3.3. Line profile drawn on SEM image, including the resulting pixel value graph
and series data plot.

After obtaining the series data plot, the numerical data can be graphed in any
graphing software. Igor Pro and Microsoft Excel were used in this experiment due to the
access available by the university to the researcher. Figure 3.4 is the data from the series
data plot recreated in Igor Pro. Notice that this is the same as the pixel value graph
generated by Mira MX 7 UE. Figure 3.4 is the uncorrected, not calibrated, data plot. The
distribution appears to be Gaussian, or a normal distribution. However the black line
drawn on the graph represents a skew in the graph; which can be physically observed in
the SEM image as well. The line profile begins at the top edge of the image where there
is a visible darker area than the opposite edge. This results in the skew seen in figure 3.4
on the next page.
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Figure 3.4. Un-corrected luminance plot for line profile #1.

Reasons for this skew can be one or a combination of two factors: the actual
sample was tilted in the SEM; and/or one edge of the stamp is taller than the opposite
edge. The peak of the curve corresponds to the bottom of the curve which appears the
brightest in the SEM image and therefore a higher luminance value. As discussed in
chapter 2 section 2.1.3 areas of white in a secondary electron image represent areas of
higher concentrations of detected electrons. In relation to the electron detector within the
LC-SEM the bottom of the trench within the stamp presents a flatter surface area and
therefore emits more electrons; than the sloped sides inside of the stamp.
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Section 3.3. Rejection of Data (Chauvenet’s Criterion)
When drawing the line profile in Mira, care was taken to avoid crossing the black
dirt particles. Due to varying surface topography and random error some sections of the
line profile crossed areas of anomalous dark spots; resulting in significantly different data
in the same measurement area. To consider the rejection of these outliers and therefore
‘smooth’ the curve seen in figure 3.4, Chauvenet’s criterion was applied.
In simple terms, if the difference between the data point and the mean of the data
set is greater than two (2) standard deviations of the data set then the data point can be
considered erroneous and is a candidate for rejection, according to Chauvenet’s criterion
(Taylor, 1982).
The mean ( x 

N

1
N


i 1

Xi

) of the series data for line profile #1 luminance values was

calculated to be 64 units. The standard deviation (  x 

1
N 1

 xi  x  ) was 26 units
2

with a 2σ of 52 units. If the difference between any data point in the series (and the mean
of 64) was greater than 52 then the point can be a candidate for rejection using
Chauvenet’s criterion. Using this method on the series plot for line profile #1 only three
data points were candidates for rejection which were the data points at distances of: 2, 3,
and 150. Overall, the rejection of these data points does not affect the analysis of line
profile #1.
Section 3.4 Graph Shifting
To calibrate the depth using the series plot data in figure 3.4 accurately; the graph
must be “shifted” downward and “rotated” so that the edges of the stamp start at zero and
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are relatively level. Figure 3.5 below shows how the uncorrected data should be shifted
and rotated.

Figure 3.5. Visually showing how the uncorrected data should be shifted downward and
rotated clockwise.
To begin this process the user first makes a line that represents going from one
edge the stamp to the opposite edge; as shown in figure 3.5 above. Using algebraic
methods obtain the equation of the line drawn. For line profile #1 the following two
points were used in the calculation of slope and y-intercept for the user defined line
drawn in figure 3.5: #1 (50, 22) and #2 (230, 42). The algebraic equation for a linear line
is:𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏 where m is the slope and b is the y-intercept. Slope is defined as the
change in y over the change in x: 𝑚 =

𝑦2 −𝑦1
𝑥2−𝑥1

or more commonly referred to as “rise over

run”. For the two points listed above the slope was calculated to be 𝑚 =

42−22
230−50

20

= 180 =

0.11 𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒/𝐴𝐷𝑈. Solving for the y-intercept in the linear equation yields 𝑏 =
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𝑚𝑥 − 𝑦 which using a point from above and the calculated slope, one can easily identify
the y-intercept. Additionally the y-intercept can be determined by visually determining
the placement of the line as it crosses the y-axis in figure 3.5. The y-intercept for the user
defined line was determined to be 16.4 (luminance value). To shift and rotate the graph
the linear equation (𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏) with the calculated m (0.11 luminance/ADU) and b
(16.4 luminance) can be used for each x data point provided in the line profile data series
(x=1,2,3, etc…). Figure 3.6 below shows how the original plot with user drawn line and
the shifted data plot.

Figure 3.6. Corrected data plot for line profile #1 showing original and shifted positions.

Section 3.5 Gaussian Distribution
Visual examination of the SEM image for line profile #1 shows that at the edges
of the stamped character the luminance (brightness) is dim. Towards the bottom (trench)
of the stamp the brightness is increased. Since MIRA examines luminance values it was
predicted that a Gaussian distribution would result from a line profile drawn from edge to
edge of the stamped character. A Gaussian is predicted because one can visually see that
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the edges in line profile #1 are darker than the center trench. Under this assumption a
Gaussian fit was applied to the corrected data for line profile #1. A Gaussian distribution
is beneficial because the maximum (x0) can easily be obtained. In line profile #1 the
maximum of the corrected data fitted to a normal distribution was found to be 𝑥0 =
146.7 ± 0.8 𝐴𝐷𝑈; as determined by the Igor Pro graphing software. x0 is important in
converting luminance to depth.

Figure 3.7. Gaussian fit to corrected data for line profile #1.
Section 3.6 Depth Correlation
Average depth for this sample was determined to be 273 µm
(microns/micrometers/10-6 meters) utilizing the techniques outlined in section 2.2.2
above. From the normal distribution the maximum falls at 146.7 ADU, which has a
luminance value of 77. The maximum peak of the curve correlates with the bottom of the
stamp; therefore it is assumed from the data that 77 luminance ≈ 273 µm. This
conversion factor can then be used to change the corrected y-data (luminance values) in
line profile #1 to a depth. The equation for determining depth from corrected luminance
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𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔

values is as follows: 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ = −(𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 ) ∗ (𝐿

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘

) ; where Ycorr is the corrected (shifted

and rotated) luminance values in the data, Davg is the determined average depth at that
location, and Lpeak is the luminance value at the peak of the distribution curve. Note that
the negative sign flips the graph to represent a decrease in depth from the starting X axis.
Figure 3.8 below shows the depth values vs. line distance from the data in line profile #1.

Figure 3.8. Depth correlation using luminance values for line profile #1.
Section 3.7 Results Summary
Steel plates were manually stamped using a metal stamping kit and hammer. The
sample area was experimentally determined to be 273 µm deep on average. Using MIRA
MX 7 UE a SE image was analyzed. A user defined line was drawn from edge to edge on
the background corrected SE image; providing series data of luminance values along the
line. The data was then corrected (shifted and rotated) and fit with a Gaussian curve. The
peak of the curve (77 luminance value) correlated to the peak luminance at the deepest
part of the stamp. This led to conversion factor of 273 µm ≈ 77 luminance values. This
factor was applied to every series data point and the results were plotted (see figure 3.8).
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The BSE image taken of the sample at the same location did not yield the same
results as the SE image. This inconclusive data is believed to be resultant from two
factors. First the origin of backscattered electrons and secondary electrons are different.
BSE being of higher energies originate deep within the sample and attribute their
characteristics more so from density than topography. Secondly the MIRA software
measures the luminance values in each (SE & BSE) image independently; meaning that
the software is not calibrated to evaluate each image by the same luminance scale.
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Chapter 4 Conclusions
In this thesis it has been shown that depth determination of a character stamped in
metal can be potentially correlated to a depth of the stamp in the material. In order to
prove this correlation; hardened steel was hand stamped (with an average depth
determined to be 273 µm) and then examined in a LC-SEM in order to collect secondary
and backscattered electron images of the sample. A LC-SEM is beneficial to this
experiment because it allows large objects, a weapon for example, to be completely
placed inside the chamber without destroying evidence. Additionally, SEM’s are
advantageous because of their greater depth of field and resolution capabilities when
compared to traditional optical microscopes.
The MIRA analysis of the collected images began with correcting the
background, to reduce optical vignetting, and thereby ‘flattening’ the image. After
background correction, a line profile was drawn from one edge of the stamp to the
opposite edge. A plot of pixel values (luminance) vs. distance (in arbitrary distance units
ADU) was produced with accompanying series data.
Visual examination of the secondary electron image shows that along the edges
the stamp is darker, this is because of the slope (steep angle) of the stamp deflects more
electrons away from the detector inside the SEM. At the bottom of the stamp (in the
trench) the image is whiter (increased luminance), relating to the flatter surface and
subsequent increase in electron detection by the SEM. Since MIRA measures luminance
values, where brighter areas have higher values, it was expected that the plot of
luminance vs. distance would be a Gaussian type distribution.
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After the image was shifted and rotated, a Gaussian curve could then be correctly
applied to find the maximum peak of the luminance plot. Since the average depth at that
maximum point was experimentally determined to be 273 µm; a correlation between
𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔

depth and luminance was determined to be 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ = −(𝑌𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 ) ∗ (𝐿

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘

).

The secondary electron image provided a good example of the expected
hypothesis; that depth could be correlated to luminance values provided by MIRA.
However, when the backscattered electron image was examined for the same area (same
depth) the results were inconclusive. The inconclusive results are believed to be resultant
from the different color scales (BSE colors are inverted compared to SE images) and also
a non-calibrated MIRA standard.
In the future, experiments to further the development of quick depth
determination using MIRA MX 7 UE should include a method for calibrating MIRA to
the same black/white scale for each image. When a known depth is correlated to a peak
luminance value (as shown in this thesis) then using that same correlation, unknown
depths can be determined from only luminance values. However to do this every sample
image must be corrected to a known standard.
Additionally to improve SE image quality and eliminate erroneous dark
“shadows” within the sample; the SE image should be a collection from varying nonspecial angles and tilts. This is to improve quality of the SE image by obtaining different
topographic information. More topographic information leads to a more complete image
which is ideal when calibrating MIRA.
Further research should explore using computer statistical analysis to extract,
digitally, obliterated serial numbers from firearms that have not been completely
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obscured. Using a LC-SEM one can potentially ‘aim’ between the scratches and obtain
depth measurements from the stamped character. If enough measurements can be made
and determined to be at the same depth level; then hopefully from a computer visual
analysis a determination can be made to a degree of probability what the original marking
was before being hidden.
The question is: Would this proposed technique work, and is it more efficient than
current serial number restoration techniques? The question can only be answered with
further investigation. The overall goal of the proposed technique is to help law
enforcement officials quickly extract a serial number from an obscured marking on a
firearm. A faster extraction technique can lead to potentially expedite catching the
criminals responsible.
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APPENDIX A: GENERALIZED LETTER SENT TO LAW ENFORCEMENT
AGENCIES ASKING FOR DEFACED FIREARMS TO EXAMINE

February 3, 2012
To: Law Enforcement Agency
Re: Serial Number Retrieval Science
To Whom It May Concern:
We represent a special forensic science research team doing experimental work in serial
number retrieval from defaced artifacts. Currently we have a group of scientists and
graduate students working at the WKU Nova Center for nondestructive analysis on
extracting information using a unique Large Chamber Scanning Electron Microscope.
Working with the WKU police we have carried out a preliminary investigation on a
defaced handgun. Our microscope has the advantage that the large chamber can handle
objects up to four feet in length; it is the only such instrument in North America. The
rapid digital imaging and computer enhancement allows the science team to extract
information at the molecular level in minutes. It is our goal to test and calibrate this
method to see if it is significantly superior to other extraction methods.
We are writing to you to see if we can team up with your office to officially test any
artifacts you may have slated for destruction with defaced serial numbers that we can test.
We only need to be able to see the serial number location, all other actions or pieces can
be removed. Testing would only take a few days. We can work with your office to
arrange for appropriate transfer and would like to be able to share these results in
technical publications and meetings and to be able to take advantage of the lab
collaboration in a public setting such as in the local newspaper.
Let us know if this is a forensic project of interest to you and feel free to contact us at any
time, the lab facilities and research team are open to you and your office at any time if
you would like to examine the equipment and see our previous results. Thank you for
your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Dr. Keith Andrew
Professor and Head of Physics and Astronomy
Western Kentucky University
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